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Versets by François Couperin
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ACADEMIC PROCESSION
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John Schott,
James Woodward Strong Professor of the Liberal Arts

SALUTATORY
“Showing Up” by Carrie Newcomer
Carolyn Fure-Slocum, College Chaplain

WELCOME
Steven Poskanzer, President

RECOGNITION OF HONOR STUDENTS
Beverly Nagel, Dean of the College
Carolyn Livingston, Dean of Students

CONVOCATION ADDRESS
“Wait Time”
Danielle Smogard '13
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace Junior Fellowship
VALEDICTORY
“A Gift” by Denise Levertov
CAROLYN FURE-SLOCUM, College Chaplain

THE ALMA MATER
“Carleton, Our Alma Mater”
Air “Officer of the Day” by R.B. Hall
please stand

RECESSIONAL
Fantasia in C Major by Johann Sebastian Bach
LAWRENCE ARCHBOLD, Professor of Music and
Enid and Henry Woodward College Organist

CARLETON, OUR ALMA MATER

O Carleton, our Alma Mater, We hail the maize and blue; Thy
name is ever dearest, Thy children ever true. O
Carleton, our Alma Mater, To thee we sing our praise; For
thee we fight, To thee we pledge the strength of all our days.
MORTAR BOARD

This national honor society recognizes students who have combined distinguished scholarship, leadership, and service to their colleagues and the College community.

CLASS OF 2016

Alexander Auyeung
Camille Michele Braun
Samantha Katherine Chao
Senya Rae Combs
Elizabeth Rae Davis
Phuong Khoat Hoang Dinh
Robert L. Emmet
Ruiqi Geng
Theresa Marie Heitz
Julia Rose Holewinski
Nora Anderson Katz
Katherine Marie Koza
Aidan Robin Larsen
Abhimanyu Lele
Madeleine Jane Lewis
Yun Liu

Courtney Marie Lunger
Rachel Kohler Martin
Hannah Jean Nayowith
Risako Owan
Claire Margaret Pennington
David Clinton Racine
Grace Marie Sassana
Margaret Alice Schaff
Lia Claire Seraydarian
Reilly Anne Simon
Dana Wells Spencer
Ruth Kathryn Steinke
I-Hsuan Su
Douglas Josiah Totten
Rahul Navin Uppal
Lindsey Kay Walters
CLASS OF 2017
Gillian Margaret Applegate
Lauren Ellis Azuma
Lucas Gregory Curtis
Caroline Elizabeth Duke
Nathan Krug Edwards
Maximilian Roller Esslinger
Sarah E. Goldman
Jacob Robert Gunderson
Patricia Jin Hare
Yijun He
Joshua Huang Kwan
Clare Anastasia Leahy
Joseph Deierhoi Lowry
Margot Elizabeth Manning
Zoe Lee Peterson
Koehler Ray Powell

Connor Jon Rechtzigel
Michael John Schneekloth
Michael Jacob Trenerry
Marcus A. Van Ginkel
Rebecca Emily Wiersma
Danmei Xu
PHI BETA KAPPA

This national honorary scholastic fraternity was founded in 1776. The Carleton chapter was established in 1913 and elects its membership from students who rank in the highest 15 percent of their graduating class and meet other prescribed criteria.

CLASS OF 2016

Jackson Thomas Pollan Bahn
Josephine R. Bealle
Laura Jean Press Biester
Anaïs Elena Boyd
Sophie Hammond Buchmueller
Alec John Bunnell
Joseph Roche Burson
Alexandra Katherine Chang
Sofia Clarissa Chang
William Alan Longhurst Chapman
Senya Rae Combs
Camila de la Vega
Phuong Khoat Hoang Dinh
John Andrew Eckert
Robert L. Emmet
Mara Rachel Finkelstein
Anne Elisabeth Grosse
Anna Kathleen Lascher Guasco*
William Nicholas Hall
John Marshall Hanley
Sam Hayward
Takeshi Hidaka
Julia Rose Holewinski
Madelaine Jean Horn
Sarah McCook Jordan
Nora Anderson Katz
Prasidda Khadka
Natalie L. Kingston*
Katherine Marie Koza
Julia Liebmann Kroll
Caroline Anna Lauth
Abhimanyu Lele
Ambrin Chi En Ling*
Kera Chi Hwei Ling
Yun Liu
Tsi Yan Liu
Stuart Benzie Lourey
Courtney Marie Lunger
Jialun Luo
Michelle Mastrianni
Katherine McKinsey
Ilana Joy Mishkin
Darcy Gardner Mishkind
Sage Elizabeth Mitch
Almeda Hannah Moree-Sanders
Garo Vazken Moughalian
Margalo Lou Mae Mullaney
Kelsey Mullins
Emir Murathanoglu
Hannah Jean Nayowith
Dana Margaret Neidinger*
Brandon John Nelson
Claire Margaret Pennington
Florence Emily Pollard*
Nathan Giffen Rockey
Emma Adrienne Rossby
Erin Grace Roth
Margaret Elizabeth Sauer
Bing Shui
Reilly Anne Simon*
Joseph Alfred Slote
Jacob Maxwell Spear*
Emily Jo Spoden
Prathiksha Srinivasa
Emily Yiming Starr
Ruth Kathryn Steinke
Nathaniel Allen Strauss
Emma Rose Sunog
Douglas Josiah Totten
Lindsey Kay Walters
Lindsey Catherine Weber
Benjamin David Wedin
Florence Chi Hang Wong
Wenyue Wu
Zhilu Zhang
Jordan M. Zoellmer

CLASS OF 2017
Chloe Margaret Bash
Elizabeth Rose Durling
Margot Elizabeth Manning
Moses Zane Runion Misplon
Sofia Elisa Serrano
Laura Katherine Soter

*Elected in 2015 as a junior
SIGMA XI

Election to the Carleton Chapter of Sigma Xi, a national honor society, indicates that a student has demonstrated evidence of research potential in a field of pure or applied science.

CLASS OF 2016
Haley Yule Abbott
Besim Ademi
Tawakalitou Abiola Alabi
Lucy Blair Albin
Noah Trawicki Anderson
Alexander Auyeung
Emily Ann Balczewski
Annabelle J. Batten
Shweta Bhatia
Anaís Elena Boyd
John K. Bromell
Jordan Frankfurt Cahn
Samantha Katherine Chao
William Alan Longhurst Chapman
Ilana Marishka Crankshaw
Kathryn Rae Crofton
Connor Ryan Dale
Elizabeth Rae Davis
Jlor Mesa Dizon
Sara Margaret Donovan
Robert L. Emmet
Jennifer Fehring
Thomas Rickey Felton
Mara Rachel Finkelstein
Eleanor Fireside-Ostergaard
Jumaanah Salimah Flowers
Maxwell Harry Freier
Ruiqi Geng

Elizabeth Dakota Glickson
Berit Hansen Goodge
Brandon Michael Hagans
Jody Zhe He
Lydia Jeannette Henderson
Kai Huang
Prasidda Khadka
Natalie L. Kingston
Julia Liebmann Kroll
Halie Mitchell Langanki
Aidan Robin Larsen
Jae Eun Lee
Jeong Yeon Lim
Joshua Michael Lipstone
Yun Liu
Nathan Matz Livingston
Nicoletta I. LoVerso
Courtney Marie Lunger
Walter Lynn
Michelle Mastrianni
Alice Mei
Matthew Allen Mensinger
Dana Margaret Neidinger
Brandon John Nelson
Shanti Bhattacharya Penprase
Jordan Marie Pruszenski
Lisa Qiu
Morgan Yves Marie Raffray
Shraddha Raghavan
Lindsey Elizabeth Rand
Brittany Merced Woten Salazar
Grace Marie Sassana
Margaret Alice Schaff
Sara Anne Schulberg
Bing Shui
Joseph Alfred Slote
Ximou Song
Ruth Kathryn Steinke
Ayumi Tachida
Douglas Josiah Totten
Rahul Navin Uppal
Katherine Genevieve Wagner
Gail Joanna Waltz
Lindsey Catherine Weber
Benjamin David Wedin
Samuel Edward West
Cameron Johnson Wright
Andrew Xiang Yang
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL AWARDS AND HONORS

CRITICAL LANGUAGE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

August Jackson Leinbach
Connor Jon Rechtzigel

The CLS Program, part of a U.S. government effort to expand dramatically the number of Americans studying and mastering critical foreign languages, provides fully-funded group-based intensive language instruction and structured cultural enrichment experiences for seven to ten weeks for U.S. citizen undergraduate and graduate students.

DAVIS PROJECTS FOR PEACE

Mary Rose Wetherall

The Davis Projects for Peace Initiative allows students at schools associated with the Davis United World College Scholars Program to design and implement their own grassroots “projects for peace.” The initiative was established in 2007 by Kathryn Wasserman Davis in commemoration of her 100th birthday. Davis was a lifelong internationalist and philanthropist and mother of Davis United World College Scholars Program namesake Shelby M. C. Davis.
FULBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP

Shweta Bhatia
Gretchen Emily Fernholz
Sam Hayward
Olgaby Martinez
Ilana Joy Mishkin
Almeda Hannah Moree-Sanders
Cameron Johnson Wright
Andrew Xiang Yang

Fulbright Fellowships are granted each year to American citizens for graduate work abroad. Recipients are selected on the basis of personal qualifications, academic record, and the value of their proposed study or project.

MINNESOTA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM AWARD

Alice Prashker Curtin

The Minnesota Space Grant Consortium is part of the NASA Funded National Space Grant College and Fellowship Program established by Congress in 1988. The Consortium provides state-based pre-college education, higher educational research opportunities for faculty and students, and public service activities related to aerospace science and engineering in order to further aerospace education in Minnesota.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP

Luisa Amelia Rodriguez

Awarded to support study leading to master’s or doctoral degrees in mathematics; the physical, medical, or biological sciences; engineering; social sciences; or the history and philosophy of science. Applicants must have demonstrated ability and special aptitude for advanced training in the sciences.
CARLETON AWARDS, HONORS, AND PRIZES

SARAH F. HAMM-ALVAREZ ’86 AND R. MICHAEL ALVAREZ ’86 AWARD FOR APPLIED RESEARCH

Robert Dakota Krossa

The Sarah F. Hamm-Alvarez ’86 and R. Michael Alvarez ’86 Award for Applied Research was established in 2014 to support research efforts of students who are working to bring innovations and concepts from theory or laboratory to the real world. Study might be in natural or social sciences and should propel conceptual or theoretical results into practical applications.

CAROLYN APPLEBAUM PRIZE IN THE ARTS

Ian George Mercer

The Carolyn Applebaum Prize in the Arts was established in 2014 by Dr. Mark S. Applebaum ’89 and Ms. Joan Friedman in memory of Carolyn Applebaum, Mark’s sister. Carolyn was devoted to theater and worked as a drama teacher. She was an advocate, cheerleader, mentor, and friend to her students. The prize recognizes students who have made a meaningful impact on the arts in student life.

JAMES S. BERGLUND SOCIAL SCIENCE PRIZE

Morgan Camille Richmond

Established in memory of James S. Berglund ’61 by his friends and classmates, this prize is awarded for the best essay or research paper in the social sciences.
SCOTT TYLER BERGNER PRIZE

Berit Hansen Goodge

This prize recognizes members of the senior class who have outstanding academic records and who have demonstrated excellence of thought and character. This prize was established in 1978 to honor the memory of Scott Tyler Bergner, son of Jeffrey T. Bergner ’69 and Susan D. Bergner ’69.

CLASS OF 1966 DIVERSITY OF ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Thomas Hiura
Celeste Koppe
Nayely Martinez
Kifaya Taha

The Class of 1966 Diversity of Achievement Award is given to Carleton students who have made a unique or distinctive contribution to the College or the community. The recipients have demonstrated excellence in their own way in such diverse areas as the arts, community service, student government, academic research, or other areas of contribution.

CLASS OF 1885 PRIZE

Juan Carlos Chotocruz-Abarca

Judged by members of the English department, this prize is awarded annually to the Carleton students who submit the best work of imagination in prose.
MARGARET DALTON CURRAN PRIZE

Noah Barak Bunnell
Sarah Miriam Meister

Established in 1986 by family and friends of Margaret Dalton Curran ’26, this prize recognizes Curran’s lifelong interest in excellent writing, which she developed at Carleton. It is awarded annually by the English department faculty to students submitting the most accomplished academic essay.

DANA AWARD FOR PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Todd Fitzgerald Campbell Jr.
Douglas Josiah Totten

Established in memory of the Reverend Malcolm McGregor Dana, who was a Carleton trustee from 1878 to 1888, this award is given to young men in the senior class who during four years at Carleton have achieved a balance of high scholarship, exceptional leadership abilities, and outstanding Christian character. The award is made in the hope that these qualities will be dedicated to public service.

DIMSDALE PRIZE FOR UNDERGRADUATE MEDICAL RESEARCH

Nathan Giffen Rockey

The Dimsdale Prize is awarded to students with outstanding academic achievement who are interested in pursuing a career in medicine. The prize, which is awarded to students having completed at least their sophomore year, supports off-campus research or other experiences that would help prepare students for medical school.
MIKE EWERS AWARD FROM THE MINNESOTA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM

Mika Agnes Chmielewski
Brian Stephen DiGiorgio
Zeenath Nasir Khan

Colin Michael “Mike” Ewers drowned in the Tanama River near Puerto Rico in 2003 while on a research trip to the Arecibo Radio Observatory. He would have graduated with the Class of 2004. This prize is awarded to junior or senior students involved in space-related research who best exemplify Mike’s vision for the exploration of space and his enthusiasm for public outreach.

DAVID JOHN FIELD PRIZE

Nora Anderson Katz
Abhimanyu Lele

This prize is awarded each year to members of the senior class whose non-athletic activities best exhibit the qualities of imagination, ingenuity, energy, verve, and zest for life that David Field ’64 exemplified while living joyfully with his fellow students.

LAURENCE MCKINLEY GOULD PRIZE IN NATURAL SCIENCE

Elizabeth Rae Davis

This prize was established in 1979 to recognize the accomplishments made to science research and to liberal education by Laurence McKinley Gould, who served as Carleton’s president from 1945 to 1962. The prize is awarded annually to members of the senior class who have demonstrated excellence in experimental scientific research either in biology, chemistry, geology, physics, or psychology and who have studied one of the other humanities at a level well beyond the minimum college requirements.
HONORS IN INDEPENDENT STUDY

Camila de la Vega
Madeleine Jane Lewis
I-Hsuan Su
YaQin Zhou

This award is presented for outstanding independent work. Such recognition is based solely on the excellence of the special project and is considered independently of a student’s academic average or other qualifying factors. The independent study project need not be in the student’s major field and may be awarded to a student in any class year.

JEFFERSON NATURAL SCIENCES TEACHING AWARD

Edgar Joel Garcia

Given annually to current students who have demonstrated an interest in and capacity for teaching children or adults in the natural sciences, this award is named in honor of Constance Jefferson Sansome ’68 and her family, many of whom are or have been extraordinary teachers of the natural sciences. The award may be used for any purpose that furthers the student’s teaching career.
**SIGRID AND ERLING LARSEN AWARD IN PERFORMING ARTS**

**Veronica Garcia**  
**Takeshi Hidaka**

This award honors the memory of Sigrid Larsen ’62 and her father, Erling Larsen, professor of English at Carleton from 1956 to 1974. It is made annually to students who, either as creators or performers, have done the most memorable or distinguished work in literature, music, drama, art, dance, photography, or film.

**DAVID MAITLAND – ROBERT WILL PRIZE**

**Natalie Simone Jacobson**  
**Walter Nyekorache Paul**

Pastor Kirbyjon H. Caldwell ’75 and his wife, Suzette, established this prize in honor of Professor David J. Maitland and Professor Robert E. Will ’50, both of whom had a major impact on Pastor Caldwell when he was a student. This prize recognizes qualities important in defining a Carleton education—in this instance, involvement in one's community. It is awarded to students who are completing their sophomore year and have shown the greatest capacity for transforming their community through service.
MORTAR BOARD PRIZE

Xi Chen
Grace Liang Johnson
Neeraja Raghavendra Kulkarni
Senjie Ma
Paul Oliver Peterson
Soren Weigt Schlassa

The Mortar Board Prize, established by its members, is awarded each year for the purchase of books to a member or members of the previous first-year class who has achieved a distinguished grade point average.

DACIE MOSES AWARD

Vivian Do

Established by the Alumni Association to celebrate the warmth, generosity, and hospitality of Candace K. “Dacie” Moses, who contributed so much to the lives of Carleton students, this award is given each year to the senior or seniors who most exemplify the characteristics of Dacie Moses.

NOYES PRIZE

Anna Kathleen Lascher Guasco
Ilana Joy Mishkin

The Noyes Prize was founded in 1908 by Daniel R. Noyes of St. Paul. Distinguished scholars are selected from a list of eligible members of the senior class based on grade point average.
Phi Beta Kappa Prizes are offered annually by the Carleton Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa to the sophomore(s) and junior(s) who in the previous year held the highest class ranking in scholarship among the members of his or her respective class.

REEVE PRIZE

Florence Emily Pollard

The Reeve Prize was established in 1881 in memory of Minnie A. Reeve of Minneapolis. A distinguished scholar is selected from a list of eligible members of the senior class based on grade point average.

JEAN SCHMIDT PRIZE

Ellis Sweet Johnston

Established in 1973 in memory of Jean Schmidt ’73, the prize is awarded each year to members of the graduating class who best exemplify Schmidt’s enthusiasm for learning and love of people.
SECOND CENTURY STUDENT AWARD

Alexander Michael Chin
Shira Kaufman
Brent Alexander Murcia

This award was established to honor Carleton students who have made an outstanding contribution to the College through significant service to others. The award is not intended to recognize academic or political success, but rather to honor service on or off campus that enriches and strengthens the institution and the lives of its members.

HARRIET SHERIDAN ENDOWED PRIZE

Edward Jerome Hendrickson
Camille Laurence Sanchez

Pastor Kirbyjon H. Caldwell ’75 and his wife, Suzette, established this prize in honor of Harriet Sheridan, former acting president, dean, and professor of English, who had a major impact on Pastor Caldwell when he was a student. Additional funding has been provided by John Bullion ’74 and his wife, Betty. The purpose of the prize is to recognize qualities that are important in defining a Carleton education—in this instance, writing ability.
STEWSIE SUSTAINABILITY AWARD

Shira Kaufman
Emma Katherine Vinella-Brusher

The Stewsie Sustainability Award is given to Carleton students whose characters reflect the determination, conviction, and innovation of the lifelong service of Dresden Blake Stewart, better known as “Stewsie.” Concluding a varied career as superintendent of grounds, Stewsie served the College for more than 50 years, eventually receiving the title “landscape architect.” Never found without a shovel in hand, he was dedicated to improving his community’s environment and keeping strong his deep convictions about preserving the natural order of the local habitat.

STIMSON PRIZE

Marielle Elizabeth Foster

This prize was founded in 1873 by Carleton Trustee Reverend Henry A. Stimson to encourage public speech. It is awarded to students who contribute most to the quality of debate or public speaking at the College.

FRANK E. STINCHFIELD PRIZE

Natalie L. Kingston
Dana Margaret Neidinger

This prize is named for Dr. Frank E. Stinchfield ’32, H ’60. It was established at his request, but after his death, through the Margaret and Frank Stinchfield Foundation. The prize is awarded to academically outstanding members of the senior class.
SAMUEL STRAUSS PRIZE

Noah Barak Bunnell

Endowed in 1982 by Robert S. Strauss ’73 in memory of his father, this prize is awarded to recognize accomplished humorous writing.

TECHNOS INTERNATIONAL PRIZE

Victoria Elisabeth Rachmaninoff

Presented to a graduating senior for outstanding academic achievement and a commitment to furthering the cause of international understanding, this award is balanced by a similar award given by Carleton to a student at Technos College in Tokyo.

TECHNOS INTERNATIONAL WEEK FELLOWS

Anne Scott Hackman
Erik Keil Lagerquist

The Tanaka Ikueikai Educational Trust invites two students and a faculty member from select institutions in the United States, England, and New Zealand to participate in Technos International Week. The two-week program encourages cultural understanding between the program's guest participants and the students and faculty members of Technos College in Tokyo.
CARLETON TONI AWARD IN THE ARTS

Sarah Pecaut Abdel-Jelil
Nora Anderson Katz
Caroline Leigh Roberts
Sarah Hui Ying Tan
Lucia Ann Webb

This prize, established in 1996 in honor of Antoinette (Toni) Sostek, dance instructor at Carleton from 1971 to 1996, is awarded to juniors or seniors who embody the spirit of Sostek's teachings through artistic expression. The following attributes summarize the people with that spirit: finds the fun in shared experience, understands that major challenges are overcome through small steps and small triumphs, exults in the joy of personal achievement, and does not let personal limitations or conventional wisdom discourage creative expression.

MARY WIESE ENDOWED PRIZE

Olgaby Martinez

Established in 1992 to honor the memory of Carleton employee and parent Maria “Mary” Eugenia Wiese, this prize honors Wiese’s respect for education, her profound love for students, and her understanding of the place of education in their futures. Qualities Wiese valued in others and that formed the core of her own character were: cultural pride, kindness, perseverance, self-reliance, discipline, and respect and care for other people. This prize is awarded to graduating seniors who embody the above qualities and who have demonstrated perseverance in overcoming challenging circumstances. To honor the pride Wiese had in her Latino culture, preference is given to Latino students.
DEPARTMENTAL AND PROGRAM AWARDS, HONORS, AND PRIZES

JOHN K. BARE PRIZE IN PSYCHOLOGY

Lydia Jeannette Henderson

Established in 1983, this prize was created to honor Professor John Bare for his many contributions to his students, to Carleton’s Department of Psychology, and to teaching in American psychology more generally. The prize, endowed by his students, colleagues, friends, and family, is awarded to members of the senior class who have demonstrated outstanding achievement in the study of psychology.

WARREN L. BESON MEMORIAL AWARD

Sam Hayward

Awarded for athletic and academic excellence to seniors who have achieved one or more accolades in any sport and have a high scholastic average, this award was established in memory of former Carleton football coach, Warren L. Beson.

CATHERINE E. BOYD PRIZE IN MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE STUDIES

Joseph Deierhoi Lowry

Established in 2001 by anonymous donors, this prize honors Professor Catherine E. Boyd, a renowned medieval historian and member of the history faculty (1947-1966). The prize is awarded for the best research essays in any relevant field.
CHARLES CARLIN PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY

Nathan Giffen Rockey

This prize was established in 2011 by Charles H. Carlin, Charles “Jim” and Marjorie Kade Professor of the Sciences, Emeritus. The prize honors senior chemistry majors whose enjoyment of chemistry and gracious good humor has inspired and assisted others in the field.

MIKE CASPER AWARD

Elizabeth Drew Higgins

The Barry M. “Mike” Casper Award was established in 2011 by the environmental studies (ENTS) program to honor the memory of Mike Casper, professor of physics from 1966 to 2003 and long-time cornerstone of the environmental studies program at Carleton. This prize honors the graduating ENTS majors who best personify Professor Casper’s commitment to superior academic achievement and his energy and leadership in support of understanding and protecting the environment.

ROY O. ELVETON PRIZE IN COGNITIVE SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY

Alexandra Katherine Chang
Connor Ryan Dale

This prize was established in 2014 in commemoration of the retirement of Roy Elveton, the Maxine H. and Winston R. Wallin Professor of Philosophy and Cognitive Science, Emeritus. Roy joined the faculty in 1968 and was instrumental in founding the interdisciplinary program in cognitive science at Carleton. The Roy Elveton Prize honors two senior students a year: the cognitive science student and philosophy student judged to excel in their senior integrative exercise (comps).
JAMES FINHOLT PRIZE IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Hikaru Mizuno

This prize was established by friends and colleagues in honor of the 42 years of service of Professor James E. Finholt to the chemistry department at Carleton. The prize is awarded each year to graduating seniors who excelled in the study of inorganic chemistry and who share the type of enthusiasm and love of the molecular world exhibited by Professor Finholt.

WINFIELD A. FOREMAN JR. ’37 ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN ECONOMICS

Eric Bruce Tallman

This scholarship was created in 2005 by Mr. Foreman’s wife, Alice, in honor of her husband’s 90th birthday. Winfield A. Foreman Jr. graduated summa cum laude from Carleton in 1937 with a degree in economics. He became involved in a number of business enterprises including Foreman & Clark, a clothing company founded by his father, and later became vice president at John Wanamaker, a department store in Philadelphia. During WWII, Mr. Foreman served in the Navy and ended his military career as a Lieutenant Senior Grade. The Winfield A. Foreman Jr. ’37 Endowed Scholarship for Academic Excellence is awarded to economics majors who are U.S. citizens and demonstrate great academic promise. The scholarship encourages students to pursue community-inspired business and service, as modeled by Winfield A. Foreman Jr.
STEVEN P. GALOVICH PRIZE IN MATHEMATICS

Michelle Mastrianni
Joseph Alfred Slote

This prize was established in 2009 by the generosity of alumni and friends to honor the memory of Steve Galovich, professor of mathematics from 1974 to 1994. The prize honors graduating mathematics majors who best reflect Professor Galovich’s enthusiasm for and love of mathematics, zestful joy in life, sense of humor, and compassion for others.

TALIA GOLDENBERG '12 AWARD IN STUDIO ART

Kera Chi Hwei Ling
Moira Catherine Smith

This award recognizes senior studio art majors receiving distinction on their comprehensive exercise who also have extraordinary promise and embody Talia’s spirit of community and humaneness. Selections are made by the art department. This award was established in 2014 to honor the memory of Talia Goldenberg '12. Talia exhibited delight in the world, compassion for others, and courage and tenacity in facing life’s challenges.

ELE HANSEN AWARD

Amelia Marie Campbell
Samantha Katherine Chao

This award is given annually to two senior female students who bring to sport the joy of participation and who have positively influenced others through their example, service, and leadership in the athletic or recreation program. This award also publicly honors Professor Eleanor Hansen, chair of the women’s physical education department from 1952 to 1986, in appreciation for the generosity, enthusiasm, and warmth she shared with generations of Carleton students. It is endowed by a fund created by her friends, colleagues, and former students at the time of her retirement in 1986.
**ADA M. HARRISON PRIZE IN ECONOMICS**

Phuong Khoat Hoang Dinh  
Emir Murathanoglu  
Florence Emily Pollard

This prize recognizes the outstanding academic achievements of graduating economics majors for coursework and independent study in the field of economics at Carleton. It publicly honors Professor Ada M. Harrison and was established in 1978 by her former students, friends, and colleagues at the time of her retirement from 30 years of distinguished service to Carleton.

**HONORS IN MUSIC PERFORMANCE**

Thomas Bertschinger  
Nora Anderson Katz  
Katherine Marie Koza

This award celebrates music students, both majors and nonmajors, for excellence in performance and significant contributions as performers.

**HUNTINGTON POETRY PRIZE**

Juan Carlos Chotocruz-Abarca

Endowed in memory of George Huntington, poet, novelist, and professor of logic, rhetoric, and elocution at Carleton from 1879 to 1906, this prize recognizes distinguished work in poetry.
URSULA HEMINGWAY JEPSON MEMORIAL AWARD

Hunter Emmet Brown
Ann Treesa Joy
Laura Kei Nakasaka

This award recognizes outstanding junior studio art students. The award was established in 1968 by Jasper Jepson to honor his wife, Ursula Hemingway Jepson, both members of the Class of 1925.

IAN KRAABEL MEMORIAL PRIZE

Keelin Gloria Davis

Established in 1987 by the classmates and friends of Ian Kraabel ’85, who died in an avalanche on Mount Baker in the summer of 1986, this award honors Kraabel’s unusual intensity, originality, and athletic ability. The prize is awarded each year by the history department to a major who best reflects Kraabel’s personal qualities and his desire to pursue knowledge and understanding.

PAT LAMB AWARD

Camille Metina Benson
Ruth Kathryn Steinke

This award is given to outstanding senior female athletes who have achieved athletic excellence and a high level of academic achievement. Awards are given for both team sports and individual sports. The award publicly honors Pat Lamb, Carleton’s first director of women’s athletics (1970-1985). Professor Lamb was an influential leader in the early development of increased opportunities for women not only at Carleton, but also at state, regional, and national levels. This award is endowed by a fund created by colleagues, former students, and friends upon Lamb’s retirement in 1994.
JERRY MOHRIG PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY

Natalie L. Kingston
Jack Dylan Lee

This prize was established in 2006 by friends and students of Jerry R. Mohrig, professor of chemistry from 1967 to 2003, in honor of his many contributions to Carleton. The award recognizes outstanding senior chemistry majors who have excelled in the study of chemistry and undergraduate scientific research. The award recognizes two hallmarks of excellence: achievement in formal academic coursework and success in a significant research experience.

EDWARD “TED” MULLIN MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP IN HISTORY

Sam Dugger Bearak
Emma Eckstein Nicosia

The Edward “Ted” Mullin Fellowship in History was established in memory of Ted, who lost his life to cancer in September 2006 while he was a student at Carleton. The fellowship is awarded to junior history majors to support research opportunities in the field of history that enhance a student’s academic or broader learning journey. The fellowship recipients, selected by the history department, exemplify Ted’s love of history, academic excellence, selflessness, courage, and tenacity.
PHILIP H. NILES PRIZE IN MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE STUDIES

Grace Liang Johnson
Sarah Miriam Meister

Established in 2001 by an anonymous donor, this award is presented for the best short essays in any related field and honors Professor Philip H. Niles, a member of the history faculty (1966–1999) and the first director of the medieval studies concentration.

JONATHAN PARADISE ISRAEL EXPERIENCE FUND

Oluwatunmininu Ebunola Akin-Deko

This fund was established by Mansoor Alyeshmerni, Carleton’s Hebrew instructor for many years, to honor his teacher, Professor Jonathan Paradise. Its purpose is to provide financial support to Carleton students who wish to learn more about the culture, history, and politics of Israel in order to better understand the global community in which we live. Students must be enrolled in Israel in a structured educational program, which need not be through a university.

DAVID POLLATSEK ’96 PRIZE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Adam L. Canady
Marielle Elizabeth Foster

This prize, established in 2013 by family and friends of David Pollatsek ’96, is awarded each year to computer science majors who best reflect David’s special strengths: his intellectual curiosity, his creativity, his imaginative programming, his love of art, and his flair for design.
RACHEL ROSENFELD PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

Stuart Benzie Lourey
Luisa Amelia Rodriguez

This prize was established in 2011 in memory of Rachel A. Rosenfeld ’70, professor of sociology at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The prize is awarded each spring by the Department of Sociology and Anthropology to seniors who exhibit the most promise in making professional contributions in the areas of sociology or anthropology, a high level of intellectual curiosity, courage in the face of challenges, devotion to community, and enthusiasm for making connections between social theory and practice.

BARDWELL SMITH PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN THE STUDY OF RELIGION

Prathiksha Srinivasa

Established in 2006 on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of Carleton’s religion department, this prize celebrates the leadership and career of Bardwell L. Smith, the John W. Nason Professor of Religion and Asian Studies, Emeritus. The award honors Professor Smith’s intellectual legacy of cross-cultural study and commitment to lifelong learning. The prize is awarded by the religion department to students who exhibit a passion for the life of the mind, a willingness to take intellectual risks, and a desire to grow and change as young scholars.
ELLEN ROGERS STEIF MEMORIAL AWARD

Madison Lee McBride

Established by the family and friends of Ellen Steif ’77, who died in the fall of 1979, this award honors Steif’s interest in history and her personal courage in the face of death during a long and painful illness. The prize is awarded each year by the history department to history majors who best reflect Steif’s personal qualities and academic achievements.

DUNCAN STEWART FELLOWS

Caroline Anna Lauth
Leah Elizabeth Sacks

Each spring the geology department selects Duncan Stewart Fellows from the junior and senior classes. This fellowship was established in 1976 by Daniel Gainey ’49 in honor of Duncan Stewart, professor of geology at Carleton for nearly 25 years. The principal criteria for selection are excellence in scholarship, a high level of intellectual curiosity, potential for scientific growth, a demonstrated ability to work independently, and involvement in department activities.

MEL TAUBE AWARD

Hart Robert Hornor-Jones

Awarded for exceptional loyalty, dedication, and achievement in varsity athletics, the recipients of this award must be graduating seniors who have participated in at least two sports with emphasis on team sports in at least one category. Taube served as Carleton’s athletic director from 1960 to 1970 and head basketball coach from 1950 to 1960.
ANN GOODSON WEINER PRIZE IN THEATER AND DANCE

Sarah Hui Ying Tan
Xinyan Yu

This prize was established in 2004 by Carl and Ruth Weiner to honor Carl Weiner's mother and Ruth Weiner's mother-in-law, Ann Goodson Weiner. The Ann Goodson Weiner Prize is awarded annually to students who, in the judgment of the section leaders of the theater and dance department, have contributed the most significant performance in theater or dance. The purpose of the prize is to honor Ann Goodson Weiner and recognize the hard work and dedication involved in creating a truly inspirational performance.

ROBERT E. WILL ECONOMICS PRIZE

Wing Hei Agnes Tse

This prize was established by Professor Emeritus Robert E. Will '50 and Barbara Will to honor Professor Will's 50th class reunion and his professional time spent at Carleton. The prize is awarded to senior economics majors who demonstrate excellent academic achievement and breadth of intellectual interests in the best tradition of the liberal arts education.
WILLIAMS-HARRIS PRIZE IN AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES

Dawn Janeen Thomas

This prize was established on history professor Harry Williams’s 50th birthday to honor his mother, Edith Moselle Harris Williams (1931–1992); his grandmother, Patsy Harris Tunson (1914–1998); and his great-aunt, Ellen Harris Brooks (1909–1998). This prize recognizes their respect for the transformative power of education, the vast richness of their life experiences, and the strength of their character. The prize recognizes members of the senior class who have produced a distinguished integrative exercise on any aspect of the African American experience in the New World.
FELLOWSHIPS

CHANG-LAN FELLOWSHIP

Paulina Men Min Hoong
August Jackson Leinbach
Adam Alexei Rutkowski
Kyle Ching Schiller

Established in memory of Sing Chen Chang and Chien Wei Lan Chang by Judy Chang Wenderoth, parent of Michael Chang Wenderoth ’93, the Chang-Lan Endowed Fund’s purpose is to promote cultural understanding between the United States and China. Chang-Lan Fellowships are awarded for personal or academic explorations pursued in China, or for China-related projects conducted in Asia.

CLASS OF 1963 FELLOWSHIP

Shayna Rae Gleason
Patricia Jin Hare
Laura Meinrath Levitt
Joseph Deierhoi Lowry
Josephine Rose Naron

This fellowship was established by the Class of 1963 on the occasion of their 25th Reunion and provides opportunities for qualified students to pursue intellectual or creative interests.
DAVID C. DONELSON ’77 FELLOWSHIP

Trent Keyser Elmore
Julia Liebmann Kroll
Benjamin Joseph Pletta

The David C. Donelson ’77 Fund was established in memory of Mr. Donelson who treasured learning and a free spirit. The fellowship is intended to support the very spirit of a liberal arts education through the funding of a student or students to, in the words of Walt Whitman, “loaf and invite the soul,” through a special project, trip, or other initiative. The award is meant simply to broaden intellectual, cultural, or creative horizons of its recipients.

FOUR FRIENDS FELLOWSHIP

William Jackson Hardt
Bonnie Mae Lindgren
Soren Weigt Schlassa
Christina Marie Sieben

The Four Friends Fellowship was established in 2012 with gifts to the College from Danal Abrams ’80, Jeff Appelquist ’80, Peter Ross ’80, and John Youngblood ’81 (collectively, the “Four Friends”) in appreciation for all the experiences they have had together since meeting at Carleton in the late 70s. The Fellowship is awarded to a group of two or more Carleton students who propose a compelling, feasible experience off campus.
PROFESSOR ROY F. GROW FELLOWSHIP FUND

Alexander Michael Bice
Lydia Ding
Jeanne Gaona Moua
Jenny Vu Nguyen
Sarah Naomi Ohashi
Lucy Kepford Stevens
Eric Bruce Tallman

Established in 2014, the Professor Roy F. Grow Fellowship Fund celebrates the career and life of Roy F. Grow, the Frank B. Kellogg Professor of International Relations. Created by Michael Hasenstab ’95 and Mary Hasenstab, and contributed to by many students, colleagues, family, and friends of Roy, the fund supports student fellowship and research opportunities in Asia.

DALE AND ELIZABETH HANSON FELLOWSHIP IN ETHICS

David Christopher Soper

This fellowship, made possible through the generosity of Dale Hanson ’60 and Elizabeth Hanson, supports student research in the field of ethics. Hanson Fellows partner closely with faculty members, and are expected to produce an academic paper, public presentation, or other product based on their research at the conclusion of the fellowship.
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP

ALEXANDER ROLLINS CLAMAN
ELIZABETH ROSE DURLING
NICHOLAS WILLIAM LORENZ
SUSANA ANGELICA PEREZ
DANMEI XU

These fellowships are awarded to enable qualified students to carry out independent research activities in any field taught at the College or to undertake projects in the creative and performing arts.

ANDREA GROVE ISEMINGER ’59 FUND FOR OFF-CAMPUS STUDIES

LEVI GILBERT ATKINSON  JESSICA B. MAKOPI
TIANNA JENAI AVERY  ALYSALA MAY MALIK
SYDNEY L. BOTZ  DELROY SARDASEI MANGAL
JENNIFER CARRIE CHAN  SONIA MORENO
EAVAN JANE DONOVAN  ALIEF MOULANA
MANDY LOI DUONG  RACHEL ELISABETH RABSKA
BRIANNA RACHELLE  LAURA JEANETTE ROGAN
FITZPATRICK  EDYLWISE ROMERO
ALEJANDRO GUILLERMO  CLARISSA ITZEL VILLEGAS SMITH
GALLARDO  MACKENZIE LYNN SMITH
KHA TU HUYNH  PA YAO VUE
PHUOC THUAN HUYNH  NYLA RACHEL WORKER
JEAN BERNARD LA FONTAINE  CHRISTIAN STEELE ZAYTOUN
JUSTIN MATHEW LEE

The Andrea Grove Iseminger ’59 Fund for Off-Campus Studies was created in 2001 to honor Andrea Grove Iseminger ’59 and her distinguished service to Carleton as director of off-campus studies. The awards are made competitively and are intended to remove financial barriers to participation in Carleton-sponsored off-campus study programs.
PAUL AND LYNN KELLEY INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP

Shaun Patrick Spinney

The Kelley Fellowship was created to honor Paul and Lynn Kelley, who have done a great deal to support and promote cultural understanding, including medical travels to Central America, years-long service to indigenous and tribal peoples, AIDS work, and much more. The fund is intended to support students with financial need who are doing research fellowships abroad.

KOLENKOW REITZ FUND FOR UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH

Josephine Li Arcuri
Lisa Cheung
Amanda Julia d'Almeida
Eleanor Celia Fadely
Prasidda Khadka
Grace Mae Tien Oi Wong Pipes
Jackson Friedrich Raynor
Emily Odessa Ross
Ryann Elizabeth Shor
Anna Pauliina Smith
Laura Katherine Soter
Shatian Wang

The Robert J. Kolenkow and Robert A. Reitz Fund for Undergraduate Research was established by David Ignat ‘63 in 2007 to support students pursuing research projects during summer or winter breaks. The fund honors Ignat’s past mentors in the physics department at Carleton, Professor Robert J. Kolenkow and Professor Robert A. Reitz. The fund seeks to expand the opportunities for research beyond Carleton’s campus to research universities, including areas that are not always well represented at an undergraduate college.
LARSON INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP

Joshua Benjamin Creel
Anne Elizabeth Foxen
Rachel Cantrell Gallagher
Ankita Singh Verma

This fellowship was established in 1986 by Robert Larson ’56, John Larson ’60, and David Larson ’63 in memory of their parents, Frances W. and Eugene Larson, who had a deep interest in Carleton and were champions of international understanding and involvement. The fellowship fund enables students with leadership promise to have a significant international summer experience.

MELLON GRADUATE SCHOOL EXPLORATION FELLOWSHIP

Damali Britton
Amirah Kezia Therese Ellison
Simon Zachary Gutkin
Walter Nyekorache Paul

Sponsored by a generous grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to the Associated Colleges of the Midwest (ACM) and the Committee on Institutional Cooperation, the Mellon Graduate School Exploration Fellowship provides approximately 280 students at ACM colleges with a robust set of mentoring, career development, and experiential research opportunities beginning in the fall of their junior year. Fellows are selected through a competitive process intended to identify their high potential for success in graduate study in the humanities, the humanistic social sciences, and the arts.
MELLON MAYS UNDERGRADUATE FELLOWSHIP

DAVID GUADALUPE HIGGS
JESSICA TAYLOR LARTIGUE
CHUE NENG LOR
JENNIFER M. LOR
CONNOR JON RECHTZIGEL

The Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship program, which was established in 1989 and is funded by grants from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, provides mentoring and research opportunities for students committed to increasing the diversity of the American professoriate by pursuing doctorates in the humanities, select social sciences, and sciences, and eventually a career in higher education.

ALLEN AND IRENE G. SALISBURY STUDENT FELLOWSHIP

CONNOR JON RECHTZIGEL

The Allen and Irene G. Salisbury Student Fellowship was established by Richard A. Salisbury ’66 and Irene G. Salisbury and recognizes the service of James F. Fisher, the John W. Nason Professor of Asian Studies and Anthropology, Emeritus. This endowed fund supports student research fellowships in any field taught at Carleton or projects in the creative or performing arts. Preference is given to students who are studying any aspect of Nepal or Asia.
RICHARD SALISBURY STUDENT FELLOWSHIP

Jesse Jordan Rothbard

This fellowship was established by Richard A. Salisbury ’66 to provide junior or senior students with valuable opportunities for independent research in any field taught at the College or to allow students to undertake projects in the creative or performing arts. Preference is given to students who are studying in Latin America or Africa.

CARLETON SCIENCE FELLOWSHIP

Fayzeh El Banna
Sonia Moreno
Phuong Hoang Nguyen
Clarissa Itzel Villegas Smith

The Carleton Science Fellowship program, which was established in 2009, serves to broaden participation of historically underrepresented groups in the sciences. The Science Fellowship provides mentoring and two summers of research laboratory experience, and is supported by funding from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute.